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Abstract 

From 1993 to 2006 Mexico granted land titles to over 3.6 million farmers via a systematic program 

named PROCEDE. Prior to the program, selling and renting land in most of Mexico’s agricultural sector 

was prohibited. I estimate the impact of land market liberalization in this context. In an environment 

with heterogeneity in agents’ skill levels in agricultural and nonagricultural activities, enabling land trans

actions will shift the skill composition of the agricultural sector, altering the efficiency of agricultural 

production. Allowing rural dwellers to pursue their comparative advantage, as PROCEDE did, affects 

efficiency in a theoretically ambiguous way. Under a Roy model framework of occupational choice, those 

who are best at farming do not necessarily farm because they may be even better at nonagricultural activ

ities. The sign of the effect of PROCEDE depends on the dispersion in skill levels. Hence, empirical work 

is needed to investigate the question. I use the 1991 and 2007 Mexican agricultural censuses to construct 

a panel of efficiency  at the community  level.  PROCEDE was  implemented in nearly  30,000 communities  

at different times, so under the assumption that there are no time-trending community-specific charac

teristics that are correlated with both efficiency changes and the PROCEDE rollout schedule, the effect 

of PROCEDE on efficiency is identified via a community- and time-fixed effects specification. Evidence 

indicates that granting land titles in this context induced a greater volume of land transactions. However, 

the activity in the land market did not lead to a detectable effect on the efficiency of maize production 

nor the crop sector generally. I also examine the consequences of the program for land concentration and 

receipt of credit. 
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1 Introduction  

From 1993 to 2006, the government of Mexico implemented a massive program to grant individual land titles 

to over 3.6 million farmers. The program aimed to facilitate the exercise of the new rights to sell, buy, and 

rent land in special communities called ejidos. These communities were established in the course of land 

redistribution in the early 20th century, but recipients of land grants did not receive individual land titles 

and had to agree to severe restrictions on land transactions. These restrictions, including prohibitions on 

the sale and rent of land, were lifted in 1992. 

The land titling program, called PROCEDE, formed part of Mexico’s package of free-market reforms 

in the late 1980’s and early 1990’s. A principal goal of the program was to increase efficiency in the 

agricultural sector by enabling the best farmers to obtain land while freeing those with a comparative 

advantage in other activities to pursue other occupations. According to prior work, PROCEDE accounted 

for a substantial portion of out-migration from ejidos to urban areas and the United States (de Janvry 

et al. 2015). If migrants’ comparative advantage in farming factored into their decisions to leave these 

communities, PROCEDE’s effects on out-migration can be taken as indirect evidence for efficiency changes. 

Other studies have examined PROCEDE’s impact upon the frequency of land transactions and credit access, 

which, again, may have led to efficiency changes, but no work has directly struck at the efficiency question. 

I directly  measure the effect of  this land titling program on agricultural technical efficiency.  I hypothesize  

that the mechanism at play is the reallocation of land to villagers with a comparative advantage in farming. 

My identification strategy relies upon time- and village-fixed effects estimation of an agricultural production 

function via a two-period (1991 and 2007) aggregate panel. 

The paper will first discuss the institutional context of the ejido reforms. Then I will review prior work 

on PROCEDE in particular and technical efficiency issues in general. Next comes the theoretical model. The 

model, which relies on Roy (1951), demonstrates that the effect of land titling on mean technical efficiency is 

ambiguous. Then I will outline a data generating process that describes how inputs and differing efficiency 

levels combine to produce agricultural output. An estimating equation for this data generating process, 

which is intended to measure the “reduced form” effect of PROCEDE on efficiency, follows. Finally, I will 

examine evidence of PROCEDE’s effect on land transactions, receipt of credit, and land concentration. 
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2 Background 

The Mexican Revolution, fought partially over inequality in landholdings, completely disrupted Mexican 

society and led to the deaths of 10 percent of the population (McCaa 2001). One of main outcomes of the 

Revolution was the creation of the legal framework for ejidos in 1917. The purpose of the ejido system 

was to redistribute land from large landholders to landless individuals. A secondary goal was to maintain 

a clientelistic relationship  between  the one-party Mexican  state and  rural people.  To  establish  an  ejido,  a  

group of individuals would create a petition for land. The state governor and the Mexican president would 

then grant a piece of land to this group, expropriating private land if deemed necessary. New ejidos were 

created over the entire 1920-1990 period. Eventually, over half of all arable land in Mexico became part of 

one of the 30,000 ejidos created in this way (World Bank 2001). 

The ejidos consist of three types of landholdings. “Land for common use” includes livestock grazing land, 

forests, and bodies of water. “Urban plots” are for dwellings. Finally, usufruct rights to agricultural parcels 

for individual use were issued. These individual parcels are my object of study. In theory, members of the 

ejido were supposed to have been granted certificates describing their parcel usufruct rights, but a survey 

in 1983 found that 86 percent of ejido members lacked these certificates (Heath 1992). About 3 percent of 

ejidos were completely collectivized (Heath 1992). In my analysis I will ignore these ejidos because their 

issues are distinct from the typical ejido. 

In keeping with the goal of avoiding land re-consolidation, the laws governing ejidos severely restricted 

transfer of the parcel usufruct rights. Sale and rent of land was prohibited, and a two-year absence from 

the ejido was grounds for expropriation and re-allocation of an individual’s land (World Bank 2001). Land 

could be transferred via inheritance, but to prevent land fragmentation only one heir could receive the land 

(Nuijten 2003). Hiring labor to work the land was not allowed. Although land transactions were illegal, 

there was an active black market in ejido land prior to the 1990’s reforms (Procuraduría Agraria 1998). 

To the extent that this black market was widespread, the efficiency effect that I intend to measure may be 

attenuated. 

In the midst of a series of free-market reforms that included NAFTA, the Mexican legislature altered ejido 

rules to permit the sale of parcels to other members of a particular ejido and the rent of parcels to anyone. 

The prohibition on hiring labor to work ejido land was also lifted (de Ita 2006, p. 151). The amendments 

were approved in late 1991 and became law in January 1992 (Johnson 2001). Typically, identification of the 

effect of a nationwide institutional change is challenging because it is difficult to disentangle the effect of the 

policy shift from other factors that are changing over time. However, in this case the change in the law was 
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Figure 1 
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Source: Padrón e Historial de Núcleos Agrarios (PHINA) Database 

effectively operationalized by a program whose implementation varied across time and space: PROCEDE. 

The program (Programa Nacional de Certificación de Derechos Ejidales y Solares Urbanos — National 

Certification Program of Ejido Rights and Urban Lots) granted land titles to members of ejidos. Technically, 

ejido members could sell or rent land without the titles after the 1992 reform, but the land titles increased the 

legal security of the transaction. Teams from the central Mexican government made contact with ejidos and 

explained the purpose and operational details of PROCEDE. Once the ejido leadership gave initial approval, 

government agents measured parcels with GPS technology and drew up certificates for each ejido member. 

A final ejido assembly vote  approved  the  parcel delimitations,  and  certificates  were  issued  to  all members  

of a given ejido simultaneously. The simultaneous, compulsory nature of the land titling removes concerns 

about individual endogenous selection into the program. By the end of the program in 2006, 91 percent of 

all ejidos had been given land titles. Figure 1 shows the progression of PROCEDE rollout over time. 

In practice, the timing of the implementation of the program in each ejido was the result of the interplay 

between central government agents and ejido governance structures. Previous work has shown that timing 

was associated with observable characteristics such as ejido size (de Janvry et al. 2015). A fixed effects 

strategy will remove any endogenous selection bias that results from preexisting observable or unobservable 

characteristics. 
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3 Prior work  

Academic study of the productivity impacts of PROCEDE has focused on the indirect correlates of pro

ductivity growth. A World Bank report on the ejido reforms did not detect any shifts in land sales due to 

PROCEDE (World Bank 2001). On the other hand, the report found that it caused more activity in the 

land rental market, although the lease terms were almost all less than one year. Johnson (2001) did not find 

any effect of PROCEDE on access to credit, which could have boosted investment. 

The most important study in this area is de Janvry et al. (2015). It finds that PROCEDE accounted 

for 20 percent of the outmigration from ejido communities. The paper also found that PROCEDE led to 

a lower number  of  farmers  in  particular,  although  the estimated  effect  is not  very  precise.  The  total land  

under cultivation in ejidos seemed to be unaffected. 

If even a small proportion of the PROCEDE-related migrants left due to having a comparative disadvan

tage in farming, the change in mean technical efficiency in early PROCEDE ejidos should be detectable. My 

identification strategy is similar to de Janvry et al. (2015) in that their method relies upon fixed effects and 

the rollout of the program over time and space. Their identifying assumption is that any ejido-specific charac

teristics that vary over time are uncorrelated with at least one of 1) the timing of PROCEDE implementation; 

or 2) migration away from ejidos. My identifying assumption is that any ejido-specific characteristics that 

vary over time are uncorrelated with at least one of 1) the timing of PROCEDE implementation; or 2) 

technical efficiency (or, in other words, agricultural output conditional on all inputs). 

Work on the technical efficiency impacts of land tiling and land transactions include Holden, Deininger, & 

Ghebru (2009) and Jin & Deininger (2009). The former study finds that a land titling program in Ethiopia 

— where rent but not sale of land was permitted — raised technical efficiency by 45 percent. They use 

a propensity score matching technique to handle the endogeneity of selection into land titling. The latter 

study estimates the increase in efficiency associated with land transactions in China. Via estimation of a 

panel data model, they find an average rise in efficiency of 60 percent, but they make no causal claim about 

the impacts of rental markets themselves. 

This analysis of the efficiency effects of PROCEDE fits into a broader research agenda. In his survey 

of the state of productivity research, Syverson (2011) identifies measurement of the productivity impact of 

policies in developing countries as a research frontier: 

While research has identified misallocation as a source of the problem, it hasn’t really pinned 

down exactly what distortions create gaps between the social marginal benefits and costs of inputs 
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across production units. It is hard to implement policies that close these gaps and the variation 

between them (i.e., reallocate inputs more efficiently) without knowing the nature of the gaps in 

the first place. That said, there has been some early progress on this front. Witness the efforts 

to tie misallocation to various labor market policies. Much remains to be done, however, and 

this is an important area for further effort. 

Productivity differences across firms can be truly huge. Hsieh and Klenow (2009) find Indian and Chinese 

manufacturers in 90th percentile of efficiency are four times as productive as those in 10th percentile. In 

other words, those firms at the top of the distribution are producing four times as much output with the same 

inputs as those at the bottom. Policies can greatly influence the average efficiency level of firms. Kalirajan et 

al. (1996) find that Chinese agricultural total factor productivity rose by an annual average of eight percent 

for six years (1978-1984) during the decollectivization of the Chinese agricultural sector. 

Finally, this research can find a place in the “structural transformation” literature. Lewis (1954) was an 

early proponent of this approach to development macroeconomics. The idea is to encourage “surplus” labor 

to leave the underperforming agricultural sector and join the “modern” manufacturing and services sector. 

Liberation of the land market could accelerate this transition. 

4 Theoretical model 

I first outline  the intuition of  the theoretical model.  Assume  that farmers are heterogeneous in their  skill  

level. Farmers with a higher skill level are more technically efficient. In fact let skill level be synonymous 

with technical efficiency. Technically efficient farmers are closer to the production possibility frontier. They 

produce more output than their peers when choosing the same level of inputs as their peers. There is some 

off-farm income option, which includes activities within the farming community as well as migration to 

urban areas or the United States. Say that the farmers have heterogenous outcomes in this off-farm option. 

Hence, some farmers have a comparative advantage in farming and others have it in off-farm activities. 

For simplicity, I will assume that individuals that exclusively engage in off-farm activities are synonymous 

with individuals who engage in off-farm activities and also farm, but who would prefer to cultivate more 

land. I will further assume that only individuals exist, not households, so there are no household-level risk 

diversification strategies that could generate a complex portfolio of occupations. 

Without land titles, land transactions would be limited in such an environment. Landowners who wished 

to concentrate their efforts on off-farm activities would not see any rental or sale income from shedding 
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their land. Furthermore, those with a comparative advantage in farming would not be so keen to collect 

land abandoned by the first group because defending a claim to the newly-acquired land would, in turn, be 

challenging. Now grant land titles to all those with usufruct land rights. With land titles the incentives 

to transact land would shift so as to put more land in the hands of those with a comparative advantage in 

farming. 

For the moment assume that farming skill level and off-farm skill level are negatively correlated across 

farmers. In this case, one set of ejido members would have an absolute advantage in farming and another 

set an absolute advantage in off-farm activities. As more land shifts to ejido members who, in an absolute 

sense, are more technically efficient in farming, the average agricultural technical efficiency of the ejido will 

rise. 

Alternatively, assume that farming skill level and off-farm skill level are positively correlated across 

farmers. Therefore, there is one set of farmers that is better at both farming and off-farm activities than 

all the other farmers. With titling, land would still change hands because some farmers would have a 

comparative advantage in farming. Who ultimately owns the land would be an open question. If the high-

skill people accumulate more land, technical efficiency should rise. If low-skill people accumulate more land, 

technical efficiency could fall. 

Technical inefficiency as an additive term in the profit function 

I now turn to a mathematical presentation of the model. This section will discuss how technical inefficiency 

can fit in a Roy model selection framework. It will then show that, due to Roy-type selection phenomena, 

the effect of land titling upon average agricultural technical efficiency may be positive or negative. 

Let the production relation be 

yj = f (xj) · exp {uj } 

where 

yj is output for the j’th farm, 

f (·) is the production function common to all firms. 

xj is the vector of inputs employed by the j’th firm, and 

uj is the value of technical inefficiency of the j’th firm. We must have uj  0. The j’th firm is fully 

efficient, i.e. operating at the technological frontier, if uj = 0. 
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Kumbhakar (2001) shows that, under the assumption that f (·) is homogeneous of degree r and that 

r < 1, the  profit  function  can  be  represented  as  the  product  of  uj and some terms that do not depend on 

uj . This will be a crucial representation for the goal of incorporating technical inefficiency into the standard 

form of the Roy model. This representation is 

ln (⇡a
) =  

1

ln (p) + ln (G (w)) + 
1 · uj (1)

1� r 1� r 

where 

⇡a is actual (observed) profit,  

p is the output price,  

w is a vector of input prices, and  
r 

G (·) is some function that is homogeneous of degree � in w 
1� r 

It is easy to see from a simple algebraic standpoint that we need r < 1 because r = 1 results in a divide

by-zero issue and if r > 1 there is, on the one hand, higher output prices leading to lower profit and, on the 

other hand, greater magnitudes of uj (recall uj  0) resulting in  greater profit.  Decreasing returns  to scale  

are probably satisfied in this context of small-scale farming in Mexico. Even if the underlying technology 

exhibits constant returns to scale, the inability to contract on labor effort or monitor labor — the principal-

agent problem — ensures that hired labor is “lower quality” than family labor. Hence, once family labor is 

exhausted, decreasing returns to scale set in. 

The Roy model of occupation selection 

As a foundation, I will use the basic Roy model as described in French & Taber (2011) and Borjas (1989). 

Then I will build upon the basic model to incorporate firm-owning agents who wish to maximize profits and, 

finally, comparative statics dealing with land titling. 

Let us start with earnings in two activities: building houses B and farming F . Housebuilding  is  a  stand-in  

for any off-farm labor activity in Mexico. Assume that individuals are risk-neutral or assume that there is no 

uncertainty in returns over time. Individuals are free to do either activity or both activities, but we will see 

that the two activities are effectively mutually exclusive due to the incentives that the individuals face. Let 

YBj be the j’th individual’s potential log earnings from building and let YFj  be the j’th individual’s potential 

log earnings from farming. These are potential earnings rather than realized earnings since ultimately each 

individual will choose only one of the two activities. The Roy model is: 
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YBj = µB + ✏Bj 
(2) 

YFj  = µF + ✏Fj  

where 

YFj  and YBj are possible log earnings from building and farming for individual j 

µB and µF are mean earnings of building and farming, and 

✏Bj and ✏Fj  are random variables whose realizations vary across individuals j. These represent inherent 

skill or ability in the two activities. 

✏Bj and ✏Fj  are distributed jointly normal: 

5 ⇠ N 5 , 
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2✏Fj  0  BF  F 

Under the assumptions that individuals 1) only seek to maximize earnings, 2) know µB and µF , and  3)  

know their realized ✏Bj and ✏Fj , the  actual occupational choice  Cj of the j’th individual is simply 

Cj = 

8
>>< 

>>: 

B if YBj > YFj  

F if YBj  YFj  

22 

The key question that this framework will help us answer is whether the individuals with the highest 

realization of ✏Fj  are more likely to farm. In other words, do the best farmers actually farm and do the best 

F , B > 0 since there is no “best” or “worst” group if the agentsbuilders build? Note that we must have  

all have an equal skill level in a particular activity. And let  BF 6= 0  because there is nothing interesting to 

say if the two skills are completely unrelated. 

There are three possible scenarios depending on how agents are selected into farming. The first one, 

called refugee selection by the migration literature, occurs when the best farmers farm and the best builders 

build. The second, called positive selection into farming, occurs when the best farmers farm, but the best 

farmers are also the best builders, so the agents that are not so great at building end up choosing to build. 

The third option is negative selection in which the best farmers are even better at building, so they choose 

to build; the not-so-great farmers choose to farm. There are no general equilibrium interactions between 

agents here. 
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It can often require that the two types of abilities 
σF 

2 = 1, σB 
2 = 1, ρFB = −1 

YBj 

are nearly inversely related. Figure 2 illustrates this 

refugee selection.1 I have chosen  ⇢BF = �1 for simplicity. The plot is in YBj , YFj  space for the realized 

values of ✏Bj and ✏Fj  . The plot symbol indicates what occupation each individual will choose. A blue 

circle indicates that the agent’s income from farming would be higher than that from building. A red cross 

indicates the opposite. In green is the 45-degree line, which represents the cutoff for the agents’ decision 

rule. Figure 3 shows positive selection, while Figure 4 shows negative selection. When ⇢BF = 1, positive  

selection into farming will occur if 2 
F >

2 
B and negative selection will occur if 2 

F <
2 .B 

The effect of land titling 

Now that I have stated the setup of the traditional Roy model and its main theoretical implications, I will 

explore the effects of land titling. This will involve starting at an out-of-equilibrium state where all agents 
1
A lecture by Christopher Taber inspired these figures 
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We can immediately return to the familiar environment of (2) by re-centering and re-scaling via these 

definitions: 

1 
µF ⌘ ln (p) + ln (G (w))

1� r (4)
1 

✏Fj  ⌘ · uj
1� r 

This produces YFj  = µF + uFj . Farms  are  price  takers  so  their  input  price  vector  w is common to all 

farmers within a given ejido. 

Now consider the situation in ejidos in 1991 before PRO-
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Positive Selection 
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dently and identically distributed as in (3). Note that this 

is a somewhat unrealistic assumption. Those agents with 

usufruct rights inherited the rights from parents, and par

ents likely transferred farming skills to offspring. 
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2 = 3, σB
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R⇤occupation decision Cj is then determined by 

, CR⇤ 
= j 

8
>>< 

>>: 
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where T˜ is the market value of their land unit.  

The earnings from switching to the building oc- 
Figure 4 cupation have risen while earnings from farming 

have not changed. To ensure that there exist farm-
Negative Selectioners sufficiently close to the knife-edge decision rule, 
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assume there are an infinite number of these agents 

˜with unit mass. Given that T > 0, clearly  some  of  
R⇤these agents will switch to Cj = B. This set of 

agents will sell off their land and become builders. 

The “no rights” group, on the other hand, must 

buy or rent land in order to engage in farming, so 
NT˜ is subtracted from YFj  in the post-PROCEDE 

decision rule: 
0 1 2 3 4 

, CN⇤ 
j = 

8
>>< 

>>: 

N⇤ N⇤> Y YBj
Fj  2 = 1, σB

2 = 3, ρFB = 1 
N⇤ 

= µB + ✏N 
Bj B if YY BjBj σF 

N⇤Y = µF � T˜ + ✏N 
Fj  N⇤ N⇤ YF if YFj  Bj Fj  

R R⇤ N N⇤The shifts in the value Y˚Bj to YBj and Y˚Fj  to YFj  under conditions of positive selection are illustrated 

in Figure 5. The YBj value of the “rights” group rises, while the YFj  value of the “no rights” group falls. 

Figure 6 shows the three groups of agents who ever engaged in farming: those with usufruct rights who 

chose to leave farming after PROCEDE, those with usufruct rights who chose to continue farming after 

PROCEDE, and those without usufruct rights who chose to start farming after PROCEDE. The figure also 

displays horizontal lines that represent the means of YFj  given that Cj = F . The upward shift in this line 

indicates that technical efficiency has increased after PROCEDE under conditions of positive selection. YFj  
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Figure 5 
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is not exactly technical efficiency uj , but  YFj  is an affine transformation (given by (4)) of uj , which preserves 

ranking. Therefore, mean technical efficiency will have increased if E [YFj |Cj = F ] has increased. Figures 7 

and 8 indicate that mean technical efficiency declines in the post-PROCEDE period when the error structure 

ensures negative selection. 

It is clear from the figures that the rightholders’ sale option unambiguously intensifies any selection 

(positive or negative) that exists. But the holders of usufruct rights do not sell their land into the ether. If 

we relax the i.i.d. assumption and allow the means, variances, or covariances of the ✏N and ✏N terms ofBj Fj  

the “no rights” group to substantially different from those of the “rights” group (✏R and ✏R ), the combinedBj Fj

effect of the sale and purchase of land may be complicated. In any case, I have shown that under Roy model 

conditions, the expected effect of PROCEDE on mean efficiency is ambiguous. 

5 Data source & forming the aggregate panel 

To estimate technical efficiency, I will use the 1991 and 2007 Mexican agricultural censuses. No other agri

cultural census was carried out in the intervening years. The censuses collected data from every agricultural 

producer. 

Individual records from the 1991 census are not linked to the 2007 census, so these datasets do not 
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Shift in result of decision rule after PROCEDE Shift in result of decision rule after PROCEDE 
for 'rights' group (negative selection) for 'no rights' group (negative selection) 
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Figure 8 

Shift in mean farm productivity after PROCEDE
(negative selection) 
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constitute a true panel. I constructed a pseudo-panel along the lines of Deaton (1985) whereby the unit of 

analysis will become the ejido rather than the farm. The outputs and inputs of each farm were summed into 

an ejido aggregate. This may seem to be an unhappy compromise, but forming a pseudo-panel actually aids 

the identification strategy. 

A traditional panel is vulnerable to bias that arises when respondents drop out of the survey in a 

nonrandom manner. A pseudo-panel can help eliminate attrition bias since all individuals who qualify for 

sampling have an equal probability of being sampled in each survey round. In my application, attrition is, 

in a sense, the object of interest. The ejido as a whole becomes more or less efficient because individuals are 

more free to select into or out of farming due to PROCEDE. In this line of thinking, the production unit is 

the ejido rather than the individual farms that comprise the ejido. 

The censuses question farmers about the amount of land under cultivation, amount of irrigated land, 

and the number of workers. For all other inputs, the questions were worded as binary yes-or-no. To handle 

this issue, I considered all land managed by a farmer who answered “yes” to a question on input use as 

the “input quantity” for that input. Thus the ejido-level aggregate of the inputs denote the quantity of 

land within the ejido that was managed by someone who used a given input. The inputs are: total land 

in hectares, irrigated land, improved seeds, chemical fertilizer, organic fertilizer, pesticides and herbicides, 

animal traction, tractors, technical assistance, and number of people working on the farm. 

I examine the  production of  both maize and a crop  value aggregate.  Maize is the dominant crop in  

Mexico. Over 85 percent of farmers in the sample grew maize, so it deserves to be analyzed separately from 

other crops. Using a combination of output prices reported in the 2007 agricultural census and 1991 prices 

recorded by the Food & Agriculture Organization, I computed a Fisher value index for every farm in the 

sample, then applied the Eltetö-Köves-Szulc transitivity correction. The value index yields a measure of the 

agricultural output of the ejido sector across all crops. 

Respondents’ locations are listed by locality in the agricultural census data. I linked localities to ejidos 

by measuring the distance between the locality points and the polygons that define each ejido. If a locality 

was located within an ejido’s polygon or was within one kilometer of the polygon, the locality was linked 

to that particular ejido. Some ejidos could not be reliably linked to localities with this method and were 

therefore dropped from the analysis. 

INEGI, the national statistics agency of Mexico, requires that access to the confidential microdata only 

occurs within their secure laboratory inside the agency’s building itself. All data analysis dealing with the 

agricultural censuses occurred within this laboratory. 
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6 The data generating process: inputs and outputs  

In this section I will outline the process that generates the relationship between outputs and inputs. The 

main estimating equation will mimic this relationship. 

Since Marschak & Andrews (1944), economists have known that direct estimation of the parameters of 

the primal production function poses an identification challenge. I will review the problem here. 

Let there be heterogeneity in technical efficiency across firms. Ignoring time for now, represent this 

heterogeneity by a scalar random variable ⌦j and define the production relation as 

yj = f(xj, f) · exp {⌦j} (5) 

where 

yj is output of the j’th firm, 

f(·) is the production function, 

xj is a vector of inputs to the production process, and 

f is a vector of technological parameters common to all firms. 

Let all firms exactly know their own value of ⌦j . Since  ⌦j is a known component of each firm’s production 

function, it directly influences the firm’s optimization behavior, which includes the choice of inputs xj. Hence,  

the elements of xj are correlated with the ⌦j term. If the econometrician has no or limited knowledge of 

⌦j , naive estimation of equation 5 via regression will suffer from endogeneity bias and lead to inconsistent 

estimation of the technological parameters f. This productivity transmission bias can be partially addressed 

via a fixed effects model, which is explored below. 

Decomposition of the disturbance term ⌦ 

Turning to our case of agricultural production of farms in Mexican ejidos, let the production relation be 

yjvt = f(xjvt, f) +  ⌦jvt 

where 

yjvt is output of the j’th firm in the v’th ejido in year t 

f(·) is the production function, 
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xjvt is a vector of inputs to the production process, 

f is a vector of technological parameters common to all firms, and 

⌦jvt is a random variable. 

Define _vt as the set of firms in the v’th ejido in year t. At  this  point,  assume  that  firms  do  not  enter  or  

leave ejidos over time, i.e.	 _vt = _v, 8t. I will use this notation later. 

Decompose ⌦jvt in the following way: 

⌦jvt = ✏jvt + jv + !jvt + ⇣t + uv + ⌘vt 

Then the production relation can be re-written as 

yjvt = f(xjvt) + ✏jvt + jv + !jvt + ⇣t + uv + ⌘vt 

I define  these components of  ⌦jvt below. 

✏jvt	 represents a disturbance term observed by neither the econometrician nor the firm at the time 

input levels are chosen. It can be considered any firm- and time-specific shock that occurs too 

late in the production process for the firm to react or — in the estimation framework — any 

measurement error on yjvt. In other words, this is a “pure” random noise component that does 

not give rise to any endogeneity concerns. 

jv	 is a time-invariant random variable particular to the j’th firm. Firms know this term and 

incorporate this knowledge into their optimization decisions. Inherent skill or past educational 

investments would be included in this term. 

!jvt	 is a random variable particular to the j’th firm and the t’th year. Firms know this term, or at 

least can predict it with some accuracy, before the choice of inputs. The term could represent a 

shock that varies over both time and firm. Learning a new agricultural technique, for example, 

could be a positive shock to !jvt. Transient  illness  could  represent  a  negative  shock.  

uv	 is a random variable particular to each ejido that does not vary over time. Time-invariant soil 

quality and altitude, among other factors, can motivate this term. Farmers know the value of uv 

and take it into account when choosing input levels. 

⇣t is a shock common to all farmers in Mexico at time t. This can represent shifts in agricultural 

technology over time. Farmers also know this shock. 
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⌘vt	 is a shock inherent to a particular ejido that varies over time. This term may consist of weather 

and natural disasters. Farmers know this shock at the time of input choice. 

Now assume that f(·) takes a quadratic form. Since most of the agricultural inputs in the data are inessential, 

a Cobb-Douglas or translog form would be inappropriate. I choose the quadratic form because it permits pos

itive output when some inputs are zero, and represents a flexible functional form. Therefore, the production 

relation is 

yjvt = J0+ 
X

JjX
m 

XX
JijX

m 
jvt + ✏jvt + jv + !jvt + ⇣t + uv + ⌘vtjvt+ jvtX
n 

m m n 

where  

Xm is the level of the m’th input chosen by the j’th firm in the v’th ejido in the t’th year,  jvt 

f is a vector of technology parameters, and  

all other symbols are defined as previously.  

Aggregation to the ejido level 

Compute the mean of output across farms in each ejido and form a vector composed of the aggregates: 

 
1	 1  

yt =	 
P 

yj1t · · ·  
P 

yjV t
J1 j2_1 JV j2_V 

where yt is a 1 ⇥ V vector and Jv is the number of farmers in the v’th ejido. Let yvt represent the v’th 

element. 

Such aggregation then can be used to define an ejido-level production function: 

1 X 
yjvt =

1 X 
J0+ 

X
JjX

m 
XX

JijX
m 

jvt + ✏jvt + jv + !jvt + ⇣t + uv + ⌘vt 

! 
(6)jvt+ jvtX

n 
Jv Jvj2_v j2_v m m n 

Let 
P 

yjvt = yjvt. Denote  the  averages  of  the  other  variables  similarly. Re-express  (6)  as   
Jv j2_v  

X XX
yjvt = J0+ JjXm JijXm Xn 

jv + !jvt + ⇣t + uv + ⌘vtjvt+ jvt jvt + ✏jvt + 
m m n 
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Now assume that !jvt = 0. Time- and firm-specific shocks are challenging to handle, especially with 

panel data collected years apart. Aggregation at the ejido level will attenuate the impact of these shocks. 

The data generating process under this assumption is therefore 

=

X
JjXm 

XX 
Xn (7)yjvt J0+ JijXm 

jvt + ✏jvt + jv + ⇣t + uv + ⌘vtjvt+ jvt
m m n 

Now remove the assumption that _vt = _v, 8t. This permits “churning” in the firm composition of each 

ejido. 

Neither uv nor ⌘vt change because they are particular to ejidos, not firms. 

✏jvt does not change because it is i.i.d. across firms, ejidos, and time. 

Let 1991�2007 represent technological change over 1991-2007. Then ⇣t can be decomposed into 

V
" # 

⇣t = 1991�2007 +
P 

1 P 
jv � 

1 P 
jv  

v=1 Jv,2007 j2_v,2007 Jv,1991 j2_v,1991  

So ⇣t represents the sum of any technological improvement and the average change across all ejidos in 

the skill composition of ejidos. The second term will be nonzero if there is some sort of general time trend 

of selection into or out of farming based on technical efficiency. 

And jv gains a t subscript, becoming 

1  
jvt = 

P 
jv 

Jvt j2_vt  

If positive selection in the Roy framework prevails, then we should expect that 

1 1

P 
> 

P
jvt jvt |P1| |P0|v2P1 v2P0 

where P1 is the set of ejidos where PROCEDE was implemented and P0 is the set of ejidos where it 

was not implemented. |·| denotes number of elements of the set. If negative selection prevails, then we will 

have 
1 1

P 
jvt < 

P 
jvt |P1| |P0|v2P1 v2P0 
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7 Production function: main estimating equation  

To identify (7) I estimate 

yjvt = Jˆ0+
X

JˆjXm 
XX

JˆijXm Xn At + 5ˆ 
v +H(✓ˆ,wvt) + :̂ · PROCEDEvt + ✏jvt (8)jvt+ jvt jvt +

ˆ 
m m n  

The time fixed effects At absorb the ⇣t efficiency disturbance term. 

Ejido fixed effects 5v absorb the uv efficiency disturbance error term and the mean of the jvt term. 

H(✓ˆ,wvt) represents precipitation, solar radiation, and growing degree days, and their squares, in the 

spring-summer growing season. These variables are also interacted with amount of land with irrigation. This 

approach matches that of Deschênes & Greenstone (2007). The weather data is derived from the AgMERRA 

climate dataset (Ruane, Goldberg, & Chryssanthacopoulos 2015). If the variation in the ⌘vt disturbance 

term is due only to these weather variables, including H(✓ˆ,wvt) in the regression removes any endogeneity 

issues associated with ⌘vt. 

Finally let 

t

PROCEDEvt = 
P 

{v 2 P1z}
z=1993 

That is to say, PROCEDEvt is the cumulative number of years that a given ejido has been PROCEDE-

certified. Here :̂ measures the marginal (linear) effect of one additional year of ejido members having 

land titles. Among ejidos that implemented PROCEDE, by 2007 an average of 9 years had elapsed since 

implementation. This average of 9 years is important for interpretation of the coefficient magnitudes in the 

following section. The coefficients can be scaled by 9 to approximate the effect of PROCEDE on the average 

ejido by 2007. 

In the analysis I omit ejidos that never implemented PROCEDE. Defining PROCEDEvt in this way 

avoids relying on identification of the effect of PROCEDE based on the only 9 percent of ejidos that did 

not implement PROCEDE. There is also a practical data issue with including ejidos that did not implement 

PROCEDE: these ejidos do not have a GIS polygon since they were never mapped as part of the PROCEDE 

program. Their locations are known with no greater specificity than their municipality, which is roughly 

equivalent to a U.S. county. Therefore, linking them to localities would be subject to much greater error. 
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8 Results 

Table 1 displays the OLS estimate of (8). The estimated effect of PROCEDE on the technical efficiency of 

maize production and crops as a whole is not statistically different from zero. This result is consistent with 

the Roy theoretical framework, since change of land ownership resulting from differences in comparative 

advantage may not shift the average level of absolute advantage among farmers in post-PROCEDE ejidos. 

Identification of the effect of PROCEDE here relies on some time lag between implementation of PROCEDE 

and achievement of the new efficiency equilibrium. The signal of the effect of PROCEDE may be obscured if 

the transition to the new equilibrium was rapid. I will shortly return to the question of the time lag between 

PROCEDE implementation and transition to the new equilibrium. 

Table 1: Effect of PROCEDE on efficiency 

Dependent variable: 
Mean maize output Mean value index 

per farm, in metric tons per farm 

Years since PROCEDE 0.100 0.099 
(0.067) (0.197) 

Observations 40,190 40,957 
Adj. R2 0.882 0.706 
Dependent variable mean 6.20 15.45 
Dependent variable st. dev. 19.05 66.98 

Note: ⇤p<0.1; ⇤⇤p<0.05; ⇤⇤⇤p<0.01 
Technological and weather parameters omitted from table 

Ejido, year, and state-by-year fixed effects 
Standard errors, in parentheses, clustered at state level 

Full property rights 

Embedded within PROCEDE was an option to go one step further in land tenure: full property rights 

(dominio pleno). The 1992 reforms allowed, in all ejidos, unrestricted rent of ejido land but prohibited sale 

to anyone who was not a member of the same ejido. Members of an ejido could democratically decide to 

allow the sale of land to individuals who were not members of the ejido. About 16 percent of ejidos opted 

for full property rights. 

Analyzing the impact of full property rights has some benefits and drawbacks compared with measuring 

the effect of PROCEDE. Identification of the effect of PROCEDE relied upon an assumption that the 
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efficiency effects were not immediate. If the full effects of PROCEDE were realized the year they were 

implemented, any effects would have been undetectable. The full property rights regime, on the other hand, 

was implemented in some ejidos and left completely unimplemented in others. 

Implementation of full property rights may threaten the identification assumptions of the fixed effects 

model, however. The timing of PROCEDE implementation was partly controlled by the central government. 

In contrast, ejido members had greater control over whether full property rights would be implemented in 

their ejido. Compared with agents from the central government who were not as well informed about local 

conditions, they would have been more likely to choose the full property rights regime in response to some 

ejido-specific shock that was associated with agricultural efficiency. Endogeneity bias may be present. 

Table 2 displays the estimated effect of the full rights regime on agricultural efficiency, the counterpart to 

Table 1. The estimated improvement in efficiency in maize is economically meaningful at a rise of one metric 

ton per farm and statistically significant at the 10 percent level. The estimated effect in the crop sector as 

a whole is about ten percent of the standard deviation of mean value index per farm, and it is statistically 

significant at the 5 percent level. 

Table 2: Effect of full property rights on efficiency 

Dependent variable: 
Mean maize output Mean value index 

per farm, in metric tons per farm 

Full property rights 1.113⇤ 6.457⇤⇤ 

(0.573) (2.735) 

Observations 40,190 40,957 
Adj. R2 0.882 0.706 
Dependent variable mean 6.20 15.45 
Dependent variable st. dev. 19.05 66.98 

Note: ⇤p<0.1; ⇤⇤p<0.05; ⇤⇤⇤p<0.01 
Technological and weather parameters omitted from table 

Ejido, year, and state-by-year fixed effects 
Standard errors, in parentheses, clustered at state level 

The results here do not come without a further caveat. According to anecdotal evidence, one factor 

motivating ejidos to adopt the full property regime was that it enabled the sale of property for the purposes 

of peri-urban real estate development. If a large amount of low-productivity land was taken out of agriculture 

to feed urban growth, we would observe a rise in average agricultural productivity in the ejido. This rise 

would have nothing to do with the hypothesized shift in average farmer skill under study in this paper. On 
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the other hand, proximity to urban areas would facilitate certain individuals pursuing their comparative 

advantage and shifting to off-farm employment, accounting for greater efficiency effects. The tools and data 

available do not allow separate examination of the issues of urban development and shifts in occupation type. 

The Mexican government maintains digitized maps of the perimeters of settlements with greater than 

15,000 inhabitants. This dataset allows the empirical exploration of the urban proximity issue. In fact there 

is a strong relationship between an ejido’s distance to nearest urban area and implementation of full property 

rights. The correlation between adoption of full rights and the log of distance to the nearest urban area is 

-0.39, seemingly confirming the anecdotal evidence. 

Table 3: Heterogeneous effect of full property rights according to distance from urban area 

Index 
Dependent variable: 

Maize Index Maize 
(1) (2) (3) (4) 

Full rights 

Full rights ⇥ sinh�1(Dist to urban area) 

Full rights ⇥ Dist to urban area  median 

6.296⇤ 

(3.234) 
0.211 
(1.326) 

1.911⇤⇤ 

(0.786) 
�0.412 
(0.259) 

4.720 
(4.243) 

2.518 
(3.577) 

�0.096 
(1.060) 

1.520 
(1.081) 

Observations 
R2 

41,145 
0.863 

40,190 
0.948 

41,145 
0.863 

40,190 
0.948 

Adjusted R2 0.703 0.882 0.703 0.882 

Note: ⇤p<0.1; ⇤⇤p<0.05; ⇤⇤⇤p<0.01  
Technological and weather parameters omitted from table  

Ejido, year, and state-by-year fixed effects  
Standard errors, in parentheses, clustered at state level  

Interacting the full rights regime dummy with distance to urban center can reveal whether the positive 

effect on efficiency only occurs when ejidos are near urban areas. Table 3 indicates that the estimated effect 

of full rights on efficiency does not achieve conventional levels of significance for ejidos that are further away 

from urban centers than the median ejido. Estimates for the interaction with distance are also included 

to illustrate the distance threshold at which the effect becomes not statistically significant. Distance is 

transformed by inverse hyperbolic sine, which is similar to a log transformation but is defined at zero. The 

estimated effect as a function of distance from urban effect is plotted in Figure 9. The 90 percent confidence 

interval for the effect of full rights on efficiency crosses zero when the distance from nearest urban area is 

greater than 5 kilometers. 
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Effect of full rights on efficiency of  
maize production,  
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Heterogenous effects 

The theoretical model predicts ambiguous effects of land titling. The sign of the effect depends on the values 

of the elements of the covariance matrix for the distributions of skill-driven outcomes in the agricultural 

and off-farm sectors. Say that the variance of skill in off-farm activity takes a common value across the 

country. Such an assumption is roughly true if regional labor markets in Mexico are integrated. Also set 

the correlation so that only positive selection or negative selection, not refugee selection, can occur. Then 

regions with higher variance in agricultural skill will see positive sorting into agriculture, and land titling 

would result in a rise in efficiency. An obvious source of different variance in agricultural outcomes is distinct 

agroclimactic conditions. 

Tables 4 and 5 display the results of estimating the heterogenous effects of PROCEDE and full property 

rights. Full property rights and years elapsed since PROCEDE are interacted with dummies for Mexican 

biogeographic regions. Given that multiple hypotheses are being tested, the p-value star thresholds were 

adjusted to ensure that the star flags reflect the family-wise type I error rate in each regression. For the 

PROCEDE set of regressions, we cannot pin down any particular region as experiencing a nonzero PROCEDE 

effect. However, Wald tests strongly reject the null hypotheses that all coefficients are equal to each other 

and that all coefficients are zero. Hence, PROCEDE had heterogenous effects on efficiency in different 

biogeographic regions. 

In the regressions for full property rights, by contrast, the null hypothesis of no effect for particular regions 

can be rejected. Figure 10 displays the significant coefficient values on a map. The three regions on the Baja 

California peninsula (California, Baja California, and Del Cabo) show a large decline in efficiency under full 

property rights. Owing to large irrigation investments by the government in the 20th century, these three 

biogeographic regions are ranked in the top four regions by irrigation intensity. We might speculate here that 

irrigation would result in low variance in agricultural outcomes, as farmers do not have to contend as much 

with the vagaries of the weather. Hence, negative selection into agriculture would be more likely to prevail 

in these regions. However, the estimated effect for the Sonorense region is strongly positive even though its 

irrigation also relies on irrigation – in fact, it rounds out the list of the top four most irrigation-intensive 

regions. So it does not fit this pattern. 
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Table 4: Heterogeneous effects of PROCEDE by bioregion 

Dependent variable: 
Maize Value index 
(1) (2) 

Yrs since PROCEDE ⇥ Altiplano Norte (Chihuahuense) 0.109 (0.131) 0.396 (0.816) 
Yrs since PROCEDE ⇥ Altiplano Sur (Zacatecano-Potosino) 0.078 (0.088) 0.179 (0.245) 
Yrs since PROCEDE ⇥ Baja California �0.614 (1.553) 14.157 (11.373) 
Yrs since PROCEDE ⇥ California �0.810 (0.364) 8.871 (3.834) 
Yrs since PROCEDE ⇥ Costa del Pacifico 0.012 (0.098) 0.208 (0.438) 
Yrs since PROCEDE ⇥ Del Cabo 0.454 (1.196) 5.069 (8.052) 
Yrs since PROCEDE ⇥ Depresion del Balsas 0.117 (0.056) 0.778 (0.598) 
Yrs since PROCEDE ⇥ Eje Volcanico 0.329 (0.130) 0.231 (0.263) 
Yrs since PROCEDE ⇥ Golfo de Mexico �0.067 (0.069) �0.079 (0.180) 
Yrs since PROCEDE ⇥ Los Altos de Chiapas �0.040 (0.064) �0.168 (0.353) 
Yrs since PROCEDE ⇥ Oaxaca �0.046 (0.089) �0.147 (0.326) 
Yrs since PROCEDE ⇥ Peten 0.130 (0.439) 0.007 (0.392) 
Yrs since PROCEDE ⇥ Sierra Madre del Sur 0.028 (0.071) 0.027 (0.300) 
Yrs since PROCEDE ⇥ Sierra Madre Occidental 0.056 (0.110) �0.554 (1.147) 
Yrs since PROCEDE ⇥ Sierra Madre Oriental �0.058 (0.080) 0.081 (0.280) 
Yrs since PROCEDE ⇥ Soconusco 0.130 (0.064) �0.091 (0.527) 
Yrs since PROCEDE ⇥ Sonorense 1.144 (0.701) �0.0002 (1.994) 
Yrs since PROCEDE ⇥ Tamaulipeca 0.092 (0.323) �1.179 (0.858) 
Yrs since PROCEDE ⇥ Yucatan 0.013 (0.171) �0.158 (0.217) 

Wald stat of all coefficients are equal 173.7⇤⇤⇤ (df = 18) 215.1⇤⇤⇤ (df = 18) 
Wald stat of all coefficients are zero 180.6⇤⇤⇤ (df = 19) 334.8⇤⇤⇤ (df = 19) 
Observations 40,115 40,874 
R2 0.949 0.866 
Adjusted R2 0.884 0.708 

Note: ⇤p<0.1; ⇤⇤p<0.05; ⇤⇤⇤p<0.01 
Tech and weather parameters omitted from table 

Ejido, year, and state-by-year fixed effects 
Standard errors clustered at state level 

p-value flags adjusted for multiple hypotheses 
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Table 5: Heterogeneous effects of full rights by bioregion 

Maize 
Dependent variable: 

Value index 
(1) (2) 

Full rights ⇥ Altiplano Norte (Chihuahuense) 
Full rights ⇥ Altiplano Sur (Zacatecano-Potosino) 
Full rights ⇥ Baja California 
Full rights ⇥ California 
Full rights ⇥ Costa del Pacifico 
Full rights ⇥ Del Cabo 
Full rights ⇥ Depresion del Balsas 
Full rights ⇥ Eje Volcanico 
Full rights ⇥ Golfo de Mexico 
Full rights ⇥ Los Altos de Chiapas 
Full rights ⇥ Oaxaca 
Full rights ⇥ Peten 
Full rights ⇥ Sierra Madre del Sur 
Full rights ⇥ Sierra Madre Occidental 
Full rights ⇥ Sierra Madre Oriental 
Full rights ⇥ Sonorense 
Full rights ⇥ Tamaulipeca 
Full rights ⇥ Yucatan 

2.664 (2.573) 
0.245 (1.563) 

�20.580⇤⇤⇤ 
(4.100) 

�14.080⇤⇤ 
(4.413) 

�1.388 (1.572) 
�10.142⇤⇤⇤ 

(1.912) 
0.942 (0.723) 
2.656⇤ 

(0.907) 
�0.320 (0.347) 
�0.759 (0.606) 
�0.240 (0.512) 
�3.773⇤⇤⇤ 

(0.562) 
0.752 (0.739) 

�1.624 (1.535) 
0.749 (1.150) 
11.265⇤⇤ 

(3.701) 
3.578 (4.470) 

�1.399 (1.414) 

27.631 (23.338) 
6.913 (3.499) 
67.221 (75.392) 
104.786 (42.939) 
8.287 (8.914) 

�10.870 (47.709) 
16.105 (12.552) 
3.967 (2.275) 
1.237 (0.959) 
0.571 (2.617) 
0.751 (2.104) 

�6.970⇤⇤⇤ 
(1.671) 

2.284 (1.944) 
11.843 (17.435) 
0.112 (2.158) 
10.266 (19.622) 
�5.461 (19.697) 
6.503 (4.344) 

Wald stat of all coefficients are equal 
Wald stat of all coefficients are zero 
Observations 

1143.1⇤⇤⇤ (df = 17) 
1154.7⇤⇤⇤ (df = 18) 

40,115 

749.9⇤⇤⇤ (df = 17) 
1229.9⇤⇤⇤ (df = 18) 

40,874 
R2 0.948 0.865 
Adjusted R2 0.883 0.707 

Note: ⇤p<0.1; ⇤⇤p<0.05; ⇤⇤⇤p<0.01 
Technological and weather parameters omitted from table 

Ejido, year, and state-by-year fixed effects 
Standard errors, in parentheses, clustered at state level 

p-value flags adjusted for multiple hypothesis testing 
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Figure 10 

Heterogenous effects of full rights on maize efficiency by state
States in grey not different from zero at 10% level 
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Effect on land transactions and land concentration 

Indirect evidence from PROCAMPO recipient data 

PROCAMPO is a subsidy program initiated in 1994 that was intended to soften the blow of sharply lower 

grain prices following the implementation of NAFTA. PROCAMPO granted a transfer to farmers based on 

the amount of land under cultivation. Analysis of the public data on PROCAMPO disbursements, which 

includes name of beneficiary, name of ejido, and amount of land in the program, can shed light on land 

transactions patterns. 

To be eligible for enrollment in PROCAMPO, a given plot of land had to be planted with one of nine 

staples in the 1991-1993 period (Sadoulet et al. 2001). Land parcels were grandfathered into the program 

based on this criteria. To maintain eligibility for a parcel each season, landowners are required to use the 

land for some productive purpose such as agriculture, livestock grazing, or forest activity (Cord & Wodon 

2001). Subsidy amounts have ranged from about 70 to 100 USD per hectare over the course of the program 

(Cord & Wodon 2001, USDA 2013). The enrollment barrier being low and benefits being relatively high, 

about 84 percent of ejido members participate, while 90 percent of Mexico’s total cultivated area is in the 

program (Cord & Wodon 2001). Thus the PROCAMPO recipient data approaches universal coverage for 

land cultivation dynamics at the farmer level. 

The Mexican agricultural ministry maintains a database of over 50 million records of PROCAMPO 

payments. Via probabilistic string matching, I was able to link these records to about 85 percent of the 

ejidos in PHINA, the definitive inventory of ejidos in Mexico. My universe is the 1995-2012 spring-summer 

growing seasons. 

PROCAMPO payments follow the user of the land, so a renter or purchaser of parcels appears as a 

beneficiary in the PROCAMPO database (Cord & Wodon 2001). Therefore, individual land tenure patterns 

can be detected via linking individuals over time. The dataset does not allow transactions to be directly 

observed, but it does quantify the rise and fall of landholdings for each individual, from which I might infer 

aggregate transaction statistics. Individuals may increase or reduce the amount of land in PROCAMPO 

for a variety of reasons, including choosing not to plant in a given season. My claim is that under certain 

conditions the effect of PROCEDE on land transactions can be revealed by joint analysis of the rise and fall 

of landholdings for each individual. 

Let Sjvt and Bjvt be the amount of land sold or rented out and bought or rented in, respectively, by the 

j’th individual in the v’th ejido in the t’th year. Then the following accounting identity must hold: 
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Jv JvP 
Sjvt =

P 
Bjvt  

j=1 j=1  
That is to say, the sum of all land in a given ejido sold or rented out must equal the sum of all land 

in that ejido that is bought or rented in. Let Ojvt be the amount of land that an individual removes from 
+PROCAMPO due to reasons other than a transaction. Define Ojvt similarly. Then define 

D ⌘ Sjvt +Ojvt jvt 

+ +D ⌘ Bjvt +Ojvt jvt  
Jv Jv 

Define transactions as Tvt ⌘ 
P 

Sjvt ⌘ 
P 

Bjvt. Summing within each ejido yields  
j=1 j=1  

D = T Ovt vt + vt 

+ +D = Tvt +Ovt vt 

� +D and D can be calculated from the PROCAMPO beneficiary data. Denote PROCAMPO landholdvt vt 

+ings for individual j in ejido v at time t as Lj,v,t. Then the empirical counterpart to D is the sum of all vt 

individuals’ positive shifts in landholding from year to year in a given ejido: 
+Dvt =

P 
(Lj,v,t � Lj,v,t�1) · {Lj,v,t > Lj,v,t�1} 

j2v  
The magnitude of the sum of negative shifts can be defined similarly: 

Dvt = 

�����
P 

(Lj,v,t � Lj,v,t�1) · {Lj,v,t < Lj,v,t�1} 

�����j2v 
Now introduce Pvt, which is a binary variable that takes a value 1 in the year that PROCEDE is 

introduced in ejido v and every subsequent year. The following relationship can be estimated by OLS: 

Dvt = J0 + JP � Pvt + ✏vt 

Since this is a regression on an intercept and a single variable, JP ˆ� is a simple function the variance of 

Pvt and the covariance of D and Pvt:vt 

PDˆ � PTˆ + ˆPO� 
JP ˆ� 

= = 
ˆ2 ˆ2 
P P 

Regression of D on an intercept and Pvt yields a similar expression: vt 

PT  + ˆPO+ 
JP ˆ + 

=

ˆ

ˆ2 
P 

Assume that either PO�  0 or P +  0 

Then a necessary condition for both JP � and JP + to be positive is that PT  > 0. 

If on the other hand both > 0 and P + > 0, then  JP � > 0 and JP + > 0 implies only PT  > �PO� PO� 

and PT  > � PO+ , leaving  the  sign  of  PT  unknown. 
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These facts are intuitive. With the data available we cannot distinguish between a situation in which 

PROCEDE caused a rise in transactions and a situation in which PROCEDE led to both a rise in the 

quantity of land removed from PROCAMPO and a rise in land that was introduced into PROCAMPO. The 

latter scenario lacks theoretical motivation. Any factor that increases the attractiveness of putting land into 

production would lead to a corresponding reduction in the attractiveness of taking land out of production, 

and vice versa. Therefore if > 0 , we  would  expect  < 0 or at least = 0. In such a case PO+ PO� PO� 

rejecting the hypotheses of both JP�  0 and JP+  0 would be equivalent to rejecting the hypothesis that 

PT   0. Hence,  in  the  absence  of  the  perverse  scenario  of  PO� > 0 and P+ > 0, the  sign  of  PT  is 

correctly identified as positive if JP� > 0 and JP+ > 0. 

Table 6 displays estimates of JP� and JP+ . Both  parameter  estimates  are  positive  and  the  null  hypothesis  

that they are zero is strongly rejected. D� and D+ have been transform by inverse hyperbolic sine. As vt vt 

robustness checks I estimate a model in which the left hand side is a discrete count of the number of 

beneficiaries that changed the amount of land in PROCAMPO and a model with the number of individuals 

that appear or disappear from the PROCAMPO beneficiary rolls. Results for estimation of these models, 

displayed in Tables 7 and 8, are also consistent with the hypothesis that PROCEDE increased the rate of 

land transactions. 

Table 6: Effect of PROCEDE on land transactions 

Dependent variable: 
ha added to PROCAMPO ha removed from PROCAMPO 

(1) (2) 

PROCEDE in effect 0.129⇤⇤⇤ 
0.160⇤⇤⇤ 

(0.029) (0.022) 

Observations 
R2 

Adjusted R2 

471,708 
0.726 
0.709 

471,708 
0.715 
0.698 

Note: ⇤p<0.1; ⇤⇤p<0.05; ⇤⇤⇤p<0.01 
Dependent variables transformed by sinh�1 

Ejido, year, and state-by-year fixed effects 
Standard errors, in parentheses, clustered at state level 

Figure 11 displays the estimated values of JP ˆ� and JP ˆ + as dummy variables for leads and lags of 

PROCEDE implementation. Jointly, the values of these coefficients supports the idea there was a burst of 

transaction activity in the three years following PROCEDE implementation. The temporal pattern has the 

appearance of a release of pent-up demand for land transactions after PROCEDE was implemented. About 
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Table 7: Effect of PROCEDE on land transactions, discrete measure 

Dependent variable: 
# of recipients who added land # of recipients who removed land 

(1) (2) 

PROCEDE in effect 0.153⇤⇤⇤ 
0.189⇤⇤⇤ 

(0.026) (0.019) 

Observations 471,708 471,708 
R2 0.746 0.736 
Adjusted R2 0.730 0.720 

Note: ⇤p<0.1; ⇤⇤p<0.05; ⇤⇤⇤p<0.01 
Dependent variables transformed by sinh�1 

Ejido, year, and state-by-year fixed effects 
Standard errors, in parentheses, clustered at state level 

Table 8: Effect of PROCEDE on land transactions, appear/disappear measure 

Dependent variable: 
# of recipients newly appearing # of recipients disappearing 

(1) (2) 

PROCEDE in effect 0.106⇤⇤⇤ 
0.126⇤⇤⇤ 

(0.021) (0.015) 

Observations 471,708 471,708 
R2 0.727 0.725 
Adjusted R2 0.710 0.709 

⇤Note: p<0.1; ⇤⇤p<0.05; ⇤⇤⇤p<0.01 
Dependent variables transformed by sinh�1 

Ejido, year, and state-by-year fixed effects 
Standard errors, in parentheses, clustered at state level 
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Figure 11: Effect of PROCEDE on land transactions 
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four years after implementation of PROCEDE a new landholding equilibrium established itself. 

Rent and sharecropping patterns 

The 1991 and 2007 agricultural censuses ask respondents for the amount of land under their management by 

tenure status. Inferring sales is out of reach, but PROCEDE’s effects on rental and sharecrop arrangements 

can be estimated. For this estimation, displayed in Table 9, the unit of observation is the farm rather than 

the ejido since here there are no concerns about productivity transmission bias. 

Farmers living in ejidos that implemented PROCEDE in earlier years were more likely to be renting in 

land (renting out land was not recorded in the censuses). For every year elapsed since the implementation of 

PROCEDE, the probability of renting in land rose by about 0.2 percentage points. The estimated effect on 

the quantity of land rented in was about 0.02 hectares per year elapsed. The estimated effect on sharecropping 
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Table 9: Effect on land tenure 

Years since PROCEDE 

Dependent variable: 
Any renting in Any sharecropping Hectares rented in 

Linear probability model 

0.189⇤⇤⇤ 0.0524⇤⇤⇤ 0.0195⇤⇤⇤ 

(0.0178) (0.0142) (0.00294) 

Hectares sharecropped 
OLS 

0.00065 
(0.00208) 

Observations 
R2 

Adjusted R2 

3,768,786 
0.104 
0.098 

3,768,786 
0.093 
0.086 

3,768,786 
0.039 
0.032 

3,768,786 
0.063 
0.057 

Note: ⇤p<0.1; ⇤⇤p<0.05; ⇤⇤⇤p<0.01 
Linear probability model coefficients expressed as percentage points 

Ejido, year, and state-by-year fixed effects 
Standard errors, in parentheses, clustered at state level 

was positive for the extensive margin, but not statistically different from zero for the intensive margin. These 

results suggest that PROCEDE encouraged land transactions. 

Land inequality and land concentration 

The impact of land transactions on land concentration is theoretically ambiguous. The sign of the effect can 

hinge on the credit market environment, the risk profile for agriculture, and the parameters of the available 

agricultural technology (Ayala & Liverpool-Tasie 2016). The typical argument points out that decreasing 

returns to scale makes smaller farms more profitable and therefore more likely to acquire land. In the ejido 

context, however, the more important consideration may be the floor of the minimum efficient size rather 

than the ceiling of the inverse productivity-size relationship. Land distribution in ejidos is unusually equal 

owing to the motivation for creating ejidos. The average land Gini index in ejidos in the pooled 1991 & 

2007 sample is 0.37. If there exists a land concentration equilibrium with perfectly working markets, the 

pre-PROCEDE status quo in ejidos may have been below that equilibrium rather than above it. In such a 

case, we may expect that land inequality would rise to converge with the equilibrium rather than fall. 

The estimates displayed in Table 10 indicate that PROCEDE led to economically significant rises in 

both the Gini and Herfindahl indices of land under cultivation. The coefficients for the 2007 year dummy 

is displayed for comparison purposes. Although related, the Gini and Herfindahl indices deal with distinct 

distribution concepts. Roughly speaking, the Gini index does not account for differences in the number of 

landowners. An ejido with 100 hectares divided equally among 50 landowners would have the same Gini 

index – zero – as one with 100 hectares divided equally among 2 landowners. The Herfindahl index would 
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Table 10: Effect of PROCEDE on concentration of land under cultivation 

Dependent variable: 
Land Gini Index Land Herfindahl Index 

(1) (2) (3) (4) 

Years since PROCEDE 0.00137⇤⇤ 
0.00125 0.00097⇤⇤ 

0.00114⇤⇤ 

2007 year dummy 
(0.00069) (0.00099) 

0.06644⇤⇤⇤ 

(0.01081) 

(0.00045) (0.00055) 
0.01196⇤⇤⇤ 

(0.00372) 

State-by-year FE 
Dependent variable mean 
Dependent variable st dev 
Observations 
R2 

Yes 
0.3601 
0.12001 

41,077 
0.69959 

No 
0.3601 
0.12001 

41,077 
0.68717 

Yes 
0.06477 
0.08292 

41,077 
0.72931 

No 
0.06477 
0.08292 

41,077 
0.71752 

Adjusted R2 0.34859 0.32391 0.41303 0.38950 

Note: ⇤p<0.1; ⇤⇤p<0.05; ⇤⇤⇤p<0.01 
Ejido and year fixed effects 

Standard errors, in parentheses, clustered at state level 

meanwhile assign a value of 0.02 to this first ejido and 0.5 to the second. Both measures point in the same 

direction in these regressions, but in the case of the Herfindahl index, PROCEDE accounts for a larger share 

of the total movement of the index over 1991 - 2007. The magnitude of the coefficient on PROCEDE years 

elapsed is about 9 percent of the magnitude of the coefficient on the 2007 year dummy in the Herfindahl 

index, while the corresponding figure for the Gini index is 2 percent. 

Table 11 displays estimates of the impact of PROCEDE on land under cultivation per farm. The unit 

of observation is the farm. Examining the land concentration question from this perceptive yields results 

similar to the Gini and Herfindahl indices. Every year elapsed since PROCEDE is associated with a modest 

rise of 200 square meters in farms’ cultivated area. 

Effect on receipt of credit 

The theoretical literature on land titling and the credit market focuses on the potential for collateralizing 

land once the right to alienate it has been established (Feder & Feeny 1991). In regards to the goal of 

widening credit access, the 1991 ejido tenure reform snags on its own rules, which permit rent to anyone 

but restrict sale to only fellow members of a given ejido if the ejido has not opted for full property rights. 

A commercial bank would  be  unable  to take  possession  of  collateralized  land  in  the  event of  default.  Hence  

the impact of PROCEDE on the supply side of commercial lending may be limited. 
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Table 11: Effect of PROCEDE on farm size 

Dependent variable 
Hectares under cultivation per farm 

Years since PROCEDE 0.0183⇤⇤ 

(0.00926) 

Dependent variable mean 3.989 
Observations 3,768,786 
Adj. R2 0.0643 

Note: ⇤p<0.1; ⇤⇤p<0.05; ⇤⇤⇤p<0.01 
Ejido, year, and state-by-year fixed effects 

Standard error, in parentheses, clustered at state level 

I propose that land titling should  also entail shifts in  the demand for credit.  Positive or negative selection  

into agriculture (rather than neutral selection) will alter the type of people seeking credit. Whether farmers 

in the post-PROCEDE equilibrium find themselves demanding greater or lower levels of credit is an open 

question. In an environment of positive selection, high-skill individuals may seek higher levels of agricultural 

inputs. Higher credit levels may be needed for these inputs, but these individuals may also have access to 

a deeper pool of  liquidity,  diminishing the need  to  seek credit in  the first place.  One final complication  is  

contextual: withdrawal of the state from involvement in the agricultural sector in Mexico led to dramatic 

tightening in the credit market between the two census years. The proportion of ejido farmers who received 

any credit fell from 18 percent to 4 percent in the period under study. Estimation with fixed effects in theory 

should handle the nationwide shocks, but cautious interpretation is appropriate nevertheless. 

Table 12: Effect on receipt of credit, extensive margin 

Years since PROCEDE 

Any credit 

-0.245⇤⇤⇤ 

(0.0625) 

Linear probability model 
Dependent variable: 

Public source Commercial private source 

-0.172⇤⇤⇤ 0.021⇤⇤⇤ 

(0.0217) (0.00562) 

Other private source 

0.0983⇤⇤⇤ 

(0.0140) 

Observations 
R2 

Adjusted R2 

3,768,786 
0.288 
0.283 

3,768,786 
0.244 
0.239 

3,768,786 
0.054 
0.048 

3,768,786 
0.135 
0.129 

Note: ⇤p<0.1; ⇤⇤p<0.05; ⇤⇤⇤p<0.01 
Coefficients expressed as percentage points 
Ejido, year, and state-by-year fixed effects 

Standard errors, in parentheses, clustered at state level 
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Table 12 displays estimates of the effect of PROCEDE on receipt of credit from various sources. Early 

implementation of PROCEDE is associated with a large fall in the probability of receipt of credit from any 

source. Receipt of credit from government sources fell by a large magnitude in response to PROCEDE. 

In contrast, receipt of credit from non-commercial private sources rose modestly; receipt of credit from 

commercial private sources rose by a small amount. 

9 Conclusion 

Implementation of the PROCEDE land titling program did not result in a detectable average change in 

efficiency in the Mexican agricultural sector. However, communities that opted for full rights to alienate land 

experienced a rise in agricultural efficiency on average. The effects of full property rights was heterogenous 

across agroclimatic zones. These outcomes are consistent with a Roy model sorting mechanism based on 

heterogeneity of skills among agents. The apparent boost in land transactions following PROCEDE, as 

indicated in an analysis of PROCAMPO recipient data and agricultural census data, suggests that granting 

land titles did indeed facilitate the sale and rent of agricultural land. Ejidos experienced a corresponding rise 

in the concentration of agricultural land. PROCEDE implementation is associated with a lower probability 

of receiving credit from public sources, but a higher probability of receiving credit from private sources. 
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